i8o      THE APOLLONIAN AND  THE IHONYSUN
with the element of sensation ; for this reason we define it
as feeling-sensation. What breaks forth in this state has
more the character of pure affect, something instinctive
and blindly compelling1, finding specific expression in an
affection of the bodily sphere.
In contrast to this, the Apollonian is a perception of
the inner image of beauty, of measure, of controlled and
proportioned feelings. The comparison with the dream
clearly indicates the character of the Apollonian attitude:
it is a state of introspection, of inner contemplation towards
the .dream world of eternal ideas: it Ls therefore a state
of introversion,
So far the analogy with our mechanisms is indeed
unarguable. But, if we were to content ourselves with the
analogy, we should acquiesce in a limitation of outlook
that does violence to Nietzsche's ideas; we should have laid
them in a Procrustean bed,
We shall in the course of our investigation s<»o that
the state of introversion, in so far as it becomes habitual,
always involves a differentiated relation to the world
of ideas, while habitual extraversion entail?* a similar
relation to^the object, We see nothing of this differentia-
tion in Nietzsche's ideas* The Dionyslan feeling has the
thoroughly archaic character of affective sensation, It
is not therefore pure feeling, abstracted and differentiated
from the instinctive into that mobile element, which in
the extraverted type is obedient to the commands of reason,
lending itself as her willing instrument Similarly
Nietzsche's conception of introversion is not concerned
with that pure, differentiated relation to ideas which is
abstracted from perception— whether sensuously deter-
mined or creatively achieved—into abstract and pure form,
The Apollonian is an inner perception, an intuition of the
world of ideas. The parallel with the dream clearly shows
that Nietzsche regarded this state as a merely perceptive

